MOSAIC GLASS BOWL
Roman, 1st century B.C.-1st century A.D.
Glass
Height: 3.8 cm, length: 16 cm
Reference: 28145

This bowl presents an extraordinary decoration and is a very rare,
completely preserved example of Roman mosaic glass. The glassmaking technique in antiquity originated in Egypt and Mesopotamia in
the 2nd millennium B.C. and progressed from core-molding to moldpressing/casting and then to free-blowing and mold-blowing. Mosaic
glass belongs to the category of mold-casting and required great skill
of the glass-worker and several graduated steps in the execution. The
first step was to produce several canes (or rods) of polychrome glass,
which were then sliced into small discoid sections: their chromatic
composition determined the coloristic effect of the final result. Next,
the sliced glass disks were placed side by side and fused, before the
colored hot bundle was slumped in a stone (or ceramic) mold to give it
its definitive shape. Finally, this was followed by tooling the ribs and
flutings (they are fifteen on our bowl) on the exterior surface and by
polishing the interior of the vessel, guarantying a uniformly fine
surface.
While this type of mosaic ribbed glass bowl was known in Italy and in
the western Roman provinces (western bowls are attributed to the
Roman-Italian industry of the Augustan and Tiberian periods), their
distribution extended to Egypt and to other areas of the eastern
Mediterranean and even to the Black Sea. Mosaic glass pieces
remained in fashion for a relatively short historic period, from the 1st
century B.C. until the mid-1st century A.D.; they were highly desirable
but very expensive items of tableware which only the wealthiest buyers
could afford. With the spread of the glass-blowing technique, more
affordable products came to replace the vessels made of mosaic glass;
however, the technique itself was never forgotten and indeed survived
in the production of mosaic glass beads.
The color palette of this bowl is only cobalt and white, although the
combination of more subtle or intense shades of cobalt with intricate
patterns in the white creates a striking decorative effect. The white
volutes form spiral designs that are arranged in circles all around the
surface, from the rim to the bottom of the bowl. Handling an item of
mosaic glass, along with direct observation, is important to appreciate
all its decorative qualities, and there is even more to discover in the
present bowl: some areas become translucent when light shines

through the vessel’s walls.

CONDITION
Excellent state of preservation. Completely intact. Few areas of white
color are affected by iridescence.

PROVENANCE
Ex European private collection.
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